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Cell replacement for restoring neuronal populations in Parkinson’s disease has been demonstrated as a potential therapeutic strategy over several decades of studies; however, a number of issues regarding sources of replacement neurons and optimization of therapeutic efficacy in vivo have hampered clinical implementation. In this issue of the *JCI,* Dell’Anno and colleagues evaluated the use of induced dopaminergic (iDA) neurons that were generated by direct fibroblast reprogramming for transplantation and demonstrated that postmitotic iDA neurons stably and functionally integrate into host striatum to produce motor improvements in 6-OHDA rats, a Parkinson’s disease model. Furthermore, using designer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs (DREADDs) in iDA grafts to noninvasively increase dopamine release from grafted neurons, the authors were able to remotely control transplanted neurons and enhance therapeutic efficacy. This initial proof-of-concept study is the first application of DREADD technology to treat neurodegenerative dysfunction, and by using DREADDs as an adjunct to iDA cell therapy, it presents a novel strategy to overcome some current caveats of cell replacement therapy.
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Cell replacement for restoring neuronal populations in Parkinson’s disease has been demonstrated as a potential therapeutic strategy over several decades of studies; however, a number of issues regarding sources of replacement neurons and optimization of therapeutic efficacy in vivo have hampered clinical implementation. In this issue of the JCI, Dell’Anno and colleagues evaluated the use of induced dopaminergic (iDA) neurons that were generated by direct fibroblast reprogramming for transplantation and demonstrated that postmitotic iDA neurons stably and functionally integrate into host striatum to produce motor improvements in 6-OHDA rats, a Parkinson’s disease model. Furthermore, using designer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs (DREADDs) in iDA grafts to noninvasively increase dopamine release from grafted neurons, the authors were able to remotely control transplanted neurons and enhance therapeutic efficacy. This initial proof-of-concept study is the first application of DREADD technology to treat neurodegenerative dysfunction, and by using DREADDs as an adjunct to iDA cell therapy, it presents a novel strategy to overcome some current caveats of cell replacement therapy.

The loss of nigral dopaminergic (DA) cells in Parkinson’s disease (PD) was discovered in the mid-twentieth century (1), and DA cell replacement was quickly posited as a potential therapeutic strategy. By the late 1970s, proof-of-function studies emerged and showed that intrastriatal transplantation of fetal ventral mesencephalic (VM) tissue could survive in the dopamine-depleted striatum and improve motor function deficits in PD animal models (2). Clinical trials with VM tissue and cell suspensions have been undertaken for nearly 30 years; however, there has yet to be an approved clinical cell replacement therapy for PD. These efforts have not been for naught; a number of clinical trials have demonstrated long-term beneficial effects on motor symptoms (10+ years) and provided valuable lessons (3, 4). The hope for an effective cell replacement therapy for PD has survived the test of time, and efforts are consistently being revised and improved. However, many questions — primarily over technical optimization — have prevented widespread clinical implementation.
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iDA neurons as a cell source for transplantation
For many decades, primary fetal VM tissue has been the gold standard for transplantation therapy in PD; however, ethical and practical considerations, such as standardization of tissue collection and graft preparation, have limited its widespread use. Currently, the majority of efforts are focused on large-scale generation of pluripotent neural progenitor cells as a renewable and consistent source for transplantation. Post-transplantation cell survival, which is quite poor, benefits from grafting the relatively immature neural precursors provided by fetal tissue and pluripotent cells. Unfortunately, the potential for tumor generation is inherent to the use of immature pluripotent cells; however, direct reprogramming of differentiated cells reduces the potential tumorigenicity of transplanted grafts (5). To this end, Dell’Anno et al. directly reprogrammed fibroblasts with doxycycline-inducible expression of a minimal transcription factor cocktail that bypassed the need to generate pluripotent neural stem/progenitor cells. Furthermore, they continued administration of doxycycline in vivo for one week after transplantation, which was sufficient to induce long-term stability of iDA neurons, with no evidence of tumorigenicity or pluripotency (as measured by Ki67 and nestin expression) in the transplanted grafts (6). Direct reprogramming of differentiated cells has the potential not only to generate a standardized and safe cell source for transplantation in all PD patients, but can also be applied to generate autologous transplants in cases of sporadic or drug-induced PD. Dell’Anno et al. extensively validated the iDA neuronal phenotype in PD animal models and showed anatomical connectivity within host neural networks as well as functional integration, using fluorescent false neurotransmitters and trans-synaptic neural tracers to identify synaptic junctions within host tissue. Additionally, electrochemistry and electrophysiology confirmed dopamine release and synaptic activity from grafted iDA neurons. Behavioral evaluations, including apomorphine-induced rotations and forelimb akinesia, revealed that iDA graft recipients exhibited significant improvements in motor function compared with sham-treated (fibroblast-treated) animals. Unfortunately, the observed improvements in iDA cell–transplanted animals did not meet the level provided by gold-standard VM transplants (6). iDA neurons surpass many technical limitations of VM tissue as a cell source for transplants; however, given the extensive data on VM transplants in humans, any alternate cell source must provide equal or greater benefit to be of translational use. In an attempt to resolve this disparity between iDA and VM transplants, Dell’Anno and colleagues applied designer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs (DREADDs) technology to optimize activity from grafted iDA transplants. Although the therapeutic application of DREADD technology in PD, including as an adjunct to transplantation therapy, has been postulated (7), it has not been previously validated in preclinical models.

DREADDs as therapeutic adjuncts for cell replacement in PD
Dell’Anno et al. engineered iDA neurons to express DREADD receptors and by doing so were able to modulate tonic activ-
ity through application of the DREADD receptor–specific ligand clozapine-N-oxide (CNO), which did not interfere with endogenous signaling pathways. DREADD stimulation modulated the physiological activity of iDA neurons in vitro to a level similar to that of DREADDs in primary VM DA neuron cultures. Stimulation of the Gq-coupled DREADD hM3Dq not only increased basal neural activity and extracellular dopamine released from iDA neurons, but in another novel finding, the authors showed that hM3Dq-mediated activation of iDA neurons rapidly increased intracellular dopamine synthesis (6). Thus, activation of DREADD receptors by their specific ligand not only allows for noninvasive manipulation of iDA neuronal function, but provides extended modulation of DA function beyond the acute effects of the ligand. Although iDA grafts did not restore motor performance to the same level as that in VM grafts, following three days of systemic CNO treatment, DREADD-expressing iDAs restored motor function in both rotational asymmetry and the forelimb akinesia test to levels comparable to those of VM grafts (6). Together, these results demonstrate an original and potentially quite powerful application of DREADDs as an adjunct to potentiate transplantation therapy.

Dell’Anno et al. did not report on additional advantages of DREADD-dependent graft modulation, but their results hint at further potential benefits of combining DREADD technology with transplants (6). For example, DREADDs have been applied to modulate neural circuits in a dose-responsive manner (8); therefore, DREADD-type technology could be used to modify graft performance as needed on an individual basis. DREADDs couple only weakly to the arrestin pathway (9), meaning that DREADDs are rarely internalized or undergo desensitization and thus may be useful for chronic therapy. Indeed, the DREADD ligand CNO is orally bioavailable and rapidly activates DREADD-expressing neural populations for sustained time periods after systemic delivery (8, 10), increasing potential clinical utility.

This exciting report by Dell’Anno and colleagues (6) elegantly demonstrates the integration of DREADD technology and cell replacement therapy and is an excellent starting point for future explorations of the therapeutic potential of DREADD-expressing cells in PD and other neurological disorders. Initial proof-of-concept studies like the one by Dell’Anno et al. provide impetus for further exploration of the therapeutic potential of designer receptor technology. No doubt, future studies will apply refined receptor-ligand combinations that will be more amenable for application in human populations (11), selective for other signaling mechanisms, or expressed in a cell type–specific manner to extend clinical application.

Moving forward

Although Dell’Anno et al. (6) provided valuable evidence for the applicability of iDA-DREADD–based technology in PD cell replacement therapy, several additional considerations need to be taken into account to remedy the attrition between trials and clinical therapies for cell replacement. Although direct fibroblast reprogramming avoids pluripotent cell generation, it requires the introduction of multiple transgenes. Further safety procedures and validation will be required to avoid the elicitation of tumorigenicity by random transgene integration in recipient tissues prior to clinical implementation. Additionally, murine fibroblasts have proven to be more amenable to direct reprogramming than human fibroblasts; therefore, optimization of reprogramming transcription factors will be required to generate stable human fibroblast–derived iDA neurons. Notably, the reprogramming factor cocktail (Ascl1, Nurr1, and Lmx1a) used by Dell’Anno and colleagues produced iDA neurons that expressed low levels of the transcription factors FOXA2 and PITX3, which normally regulate DA neuronal development. Compared with nigral (A9) DA neurons, ventral segmental area (A10) DA neurons express inherently less PITX3 (12); therefore, iDA neurons may have more of an A10 phenotype rather than an A9 phenotype, which provides the most functional benefit for replacement of lost nigral DA neurons in preclinical investigations (13). The therapeutic implications of transplanting A10-like DA neurons that exhibit an innate resistance to PD pathology have not been widely explored. Existing clinical trial data indicate that α-synuclein pathology can be transmitted to grafted neurons in vivo (14), but it is not known how grafted DA neurons functionally respond to PD–associated pathological insults. Is the ability to control iDA activity through the use of DREADDs or a similar technology sufficient to overcome pathological insult in grafted neurons and compensate for ongoing degenerative processes in the host brain?

Although intrastriatal grafts appear to restore local synaptic interactions, they may not be able reestablish the broader network connections lost as the result of nigral DA neuron degeneration or address PD pathology in other systems. For example, can ectopic grafts remediate aberrant basal ganglia oscillatory activity or influence other pathological symptoms in non-DA systems? Using DREADDs to improve therapeutic efficacy beyond intrastriatal transplantation could be tested through their application to systems that contribute to nonmotor dysfunction in PD, including those systems responsible for symptoms, like cognitive dysfunction, that are not addressed by dopamine replacement. Cholinergic and noradrenergic neurons are prime candidates to target for improving nonmotor dysfunction in PD (15, 16). Indeed, DREADDs were recently shown to be effective for functional modulation of locus coeruleus noradrenergic neurons, resulting in significant behavioral effects (10). With a dual-targeting approach, the same ligand could positively modulate both transplanted neurons and residual neurons in another affected system to broaden therapeutic efficacy. Additionally, an additional DREADD-ligand pair could be used as concurrent standalone gene therapy in systems responsible for nonmotor symptoms.

Dell’Anno and colleagues have provided an excellent and novel resolution to some of the current roadblocks preventing clinical application of cell replacement therapy for PD. The results from Dell’Anno et al. complement other recent advances in optimizing clinical candidates and standardizing monitoring of transplantation therapy. Taken together, such findings provide the foundation for moving cell replacement therapy closer toward inclusion in the clinical armamentarium for treating PD.
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